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Converge

An "Omni-Biographical" 
audiovisual Composition

it began as an public invitation to submit 
everyday moments, each captured 
through a photograph, a short audio 

recording, and brief text description.  it 
was uploaded to a central repository 
using A simple mobile a! that also noted 
the time and location of each moment.

strange design l"ps are 
but one form of design 
na#ative.  Sometimes, a 

na#ative manifests 
through METAPHOR... 

in 2012, Jieun Oh and I 
created an experimental 

composition that used 
mobile phones to capture 
audiovisual material 
from everyday life, 

recontextualized in the 
audiovisual "blender" 

of the computer...

by Jieun Oh and Ge Wang

implementation 
C++ / OpenGL

or... the most depre!ing 
PHOTO ALBUM software 

of a$ time!

 The Converge Cube 
of crowdsourced images 

from everyday life
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"Ordinarity"

extraordinarily
sad

extraordinarily 
ha!y

the
ordinary

A distribution 
of life moments

a!ording to

Lo" of someone 
or something dear

Rejection
We#ing!

Graduation!

promotion!
Award!

Birth of child!

Car$r milestone!

Ja%ing personal 
experience

Reunion with 
loved one!

working

playing 
music

walking 
somewhere

making 
co&$

waiting 
in line

brushing
t$th

driving making 
plans

daydreaming

c'king

Eating

exercising

listening

conversing

paying bi(s

cleaning

playing 
with cats

na)ing

reading 
news

playing 

watching 
TV

"Mowing lawn 
downstairs"

"Making Co&$"

"a day out"

"Staring at donuts"

"practicing"

"playing f'sba("

"in backyard"

"working"

"stop"

"working on 
instrument"

Most of life s!ms 
to consist of moments 

in the mi"le

Converge was a celebration not of the extremes, 
but of the mi"le, the mundane. there is a beauty to 
these moments, if only because, simply, they ARE life.

National / world 
tragedy

Converge was motivated by a simple thought exercise:  What if we 
were to cla"ify moments and memories along a contin#m of relative 
"ordinary-ne""?  Logic su$ests that only a sma# percentage of 

moments are "out of the ordinary" (i.e., extraordinary) compared to the 
vast majority of ordinary life moments "in the mi%le."

jieun
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As humans, we can a! relate to these unremarkable 
everyday moments, even if they are not our own. 

Hence we ca! this an Omni-biographical work.

these moments fracture, 
break apart...

...into a sea of fragments, 
speaking to impermanence and 

fragility of memory, expre"ed 
through visual metaphors.

The moments drift apart, silently 
exploding, and fi!ing the void 
with shards of memories...

...A simple metaphor of memory in time.

sha"er!
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But there is tacit order in the chaos...

...As "cu!ents" 
begin to form...

...and gradua"y pu" fragments 
into a gentle spiral dance.

Fragments move at a sp!d 
proportional to their distance 
to the center column (as an 
a"roximation of Kepler's 3rd 
law of planetary motion). this 
creates a dynamic whirlp!l.

The sum of many simple 
elements gives rise to an 

EMERGENT visual system.

simple elements, in motion, 
caught in a cosmic vortex...
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One at a time, fragments coalesce back into coherent memories.

The timer counts back relative to 
the present moment, ticking up in 

real time, a reminder that these 
moments are constantly moving 

away from us... and that we'! NEVER 
be as close to them as we are NOw.

a distorted version of 
the a"ociated sound 

plays, detuned, warped yet 
familiar, speaking to the 

ina#uracy of memory.

But also kind of beautiful -- these 
sma! moments that we might mi" 

once they are gone, for they remind us 
of life and times that contain them.

This is a design l$p that breaks 
the fourth wa! and invites you to 

think about these moments 
relative to your present moment.

(Their motion governed by many 
Zeno interpolators)

coalesce!

"Making co%&"

it rea!y is a 
depre!ing 
photo album...

The time of each memory is 
expre"ed, not in absolutes, 

but relative to the 
present moment!

similarly the geographic 
location is expre"ed 

relative to the viewer.
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"audio editing 
in morning"

6y 1m 26d 2h 5m 30s ago

"Driving down 
Page Mi!"

7y 6m 4d 12h 5m 9s ago

"Mowing lawn 
downstairs"

6y 1m 26d 2h 3m 5s ago

6y 1m 18d 15h 19m 56s ago

4 km away2 km away

"Di"er time!"

"Rob and Nick"

nearby

"Donuts"

12 km away

6y 1m 16d 19h 20m 23s ago

"My key to 
su#e$!"

6y 1m 12d 16h 12m 30s ago

"Rehearsing with SLOrk"

within 1 km

"Darling 
Harbour, 
Sydney"

5y 10m 1d 31h 58m 24s ago

11942 km 
away

2 km away

5y 9m 8d 22h 36m 3s ago

"in Braun 
Practice r%m"

within 1 km

5y 8m 8d 21h 2m 18s ago

"The Dish, Stanford"

3 km away

6y 1m 18d 15h 19m 56s ago

2 km away

8 km away

4y 7m 3d 8h 19m 5s ago

"A river of 
the mind"

within 1 km

3y 7m 23d 15h 58m 0s ago

"N%n Kno! 
Stro!"

right here

6y 7m 21d 1h 53m 14s ago

"&RMA 3rd 
fl%r board"

right here

5y 7m 21d 1h 45m 25s ago

7y 3m 23d 14h 19m 6s ago

"C%ing"

12 km away

"Playing 
f%sba!"

right here

6y 7m 21d 1h 53m 14s ago

"Michael @ EG"

5y 1m 4d 10h 56m 32s ago

95 km away

3y 11m 2d 23h 8m 37s ago

"in backyard"

right here

"is'c     
and rob"

nearby

6y 0m 18d 16h 23m 11s ago

"Nick @ Nime"

6y 0m 26d 22h 29m 5s ago

11963 km away

"stop"

within 1 km

5y 3m 21d 15h 45m 41s ago
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...As day gives way to night.

...A warped excerpt of Samuel Barber's Adagio plays, 
with its sensation of endle!ly rising and turning...

As mysteriously as it a!ears, the memory warehouse 
vanishes, leaving behind a to"ent of image fragments, 
revolving in a hu"icane, graceful and unsto!able....

From time to time, we are fl"ded by 
memories and moments, like a structure 

emerging out of a snowstorm.

We fly into the structure, 
a WAREHOUSE of 

memories, the bricks and 
mortar of everyday life.
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composed of everyday images, The 
spiral forms visua!y from the 

di"erence in rotational sp#ds, as a 
function of distance from the center.

As we z$m further away, image 
fragments turn into stars, 

swirling in a galaxy of memories.
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This is where our co!ective 
memories CONVERGE...

The stars begin to co!apse... 

meanwhile, the sound is reduced to the simplest and purest 
of tones... a sma!, frail sinusoid.  the building block of 

sound, it is The sonic analogue of simplicity itself.

as if fi!ed with purpose,
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until the stars converge 
to a single point

Then... silence.
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Fragments of 
memories gush out.

as soundle! as space, 
the point explodes!

Su"enly...

A big bang of life 
moments. confused.  

Violent. Alive.
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(yeah... this is some CRAZY 
F%CKED-UP photo album)

The explosion stabilizes, and like 
the skies after a  storm, it clears.

A peaceful chime plays 
(recorded from a rehearsal) as 
memories come back into focus.

but ALL.

The images coalesce, except 
this time, it's not only one image...

...but A! of them.

When we think back on a favorite 
time or person, it's often not 

the cataclysmica!y g"d or bad 
that we remember, but the simple, 
everyday moments:  talking 
with a loved one, sharing a meal 
-- in the midst of everyday life.
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Before they crumple...

The fragments -- infinitesimal and yet infinite representations of 
memory of every sma! nothing -- coalesce, but only briefly...

A! the pieces co!apse and gather...

...in the ephemerality of time.

countle" fragments fuse together, 
an amalgam of everyday moments. 

The ba! recedes 
in space and time.

Where it goes, we do not know...

Like a giant katamari 
ba!, ro!ed up acro" 

the fragments of our 
co!ective memory.
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